
 

Scientists explain unusual and effective
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Praseodymium atoms are shown in green, oxygen atoms in orange, and titanium
atoms in purple. Credit: MIPT
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Perovskite is a material with an almost ideal structure. The majority of
high-temperature superconductors are perovskite-based due to their non-
ideal structure. The material can also be used to produce flexible solar
batteries without rare-earth metals, which reduces costs and enables
large-scale manufacture.

One of the authors notes the manganite-like properties of perovskites:
"This material exhibits many interesting and intriguing properties, most
notably giant magnetoresistance. Many manganite properties are
unknown, despite the fact that manganites have been studied for
decades. We tried to work out what the conduction mechanism is of one
of the most common compounds: Pr1-xCaxMnO3," he says. All these
features have been experimentally discovered, but the processes to
explain these unique properties are unknown.

Semiconductors were discovered more than 150 years ago. Electricity
was a new development at the time. It was obvious that there were
isolators like rubber and glass, conductors like copper and gold, and
some uncertain materials called semiconductors that did not fit into any
category. The mechanisms of semiconductors remained unknown for
about a century. It was not until the 1930s that the problem was solved
and the first transistor was made. Today, it is difficult to imagine any
electronic device without transistors.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to see charge movement in a material
under a microscope. This is why researchers at Terahertz Spectroscopy
Laboratory decided to use indirect detection methods. To test which
particles are conductive, they applied different frequency voltages and
measured the relationship between frequency and induced current. The
scientists measured the frequency and temperature dependence of
conductivity and permittivity in a broad frequency range to cover all the
bases. Wide temperature ranges of the samples, from 10 to 300 K (-263
to 27 °C), were obtained to distinguish similar dependences of samples
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with different conduction mechanisms. But even this was insufficient to
clarify the nature of charge carries. For this reason, researchers
compared perovskites with different ratios of calcium (Ca) and
praseodymium (Pr).

The group of scientists headed by Boris Gorshunov, Terahertz
Spectroscopy Laboratory supervisor, (Lenar Kadyrov PhD, and
laboratory scientists Elena Zhukova and Vladimir Anzin are also authors
of this article) thus discovered that the charge carriers in Pr1-xCaxMnO3
perovskites are polarons. A polaron is an electron moving through the
constituent atoms of a material, causing the neighboring positive charges
to shift toward it and the neighboring negative charges to shift away. The
properties of perovskites are ideal for electron-phonon (phonons are
vibrations in a crystal lattice) coupling, determined by the interplay
between symmetry breaking interactions. The researchers established
that polarons move coherently (as one unit). That is to say, charge
carriers behave more like uncoupled particles. The idea of coherence is
applied in lasers, superconductors, highly accurate distance
measurements, quantum calculations, and other areas.

Establishing how conduction occurs could help perovskite research
projects and large-scale applications to progress. For example, there is
already a high-efficiency, perovskite-based device for separating water
into oxygen and hydrogen. Perovskites can also be used as LEDs, though
they currently function only at the temperature of liquid nitrogen.

  More information: L. S. Kadyrov et al, Bandlike electrical transport
in Pr1-xCaxMnO3 manganites, Physical Review B (2016). DOI:
10.1103/PhysRevB.93.184303
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